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This TRANSFER GIF Catalog features a selection of animated GIF
artworks from Lorna Mills, available for acquisition from the gallery.
GIF Catalog ::: No.3 contains recent work from Mills’ solo exhibition
‘The Great Code’ on view at TRANSFER in NYC from January 27th –
March 24th, 2018.
The printed sprite sheets in this catalog document the works of
Mills, frame by frame, and the accompanying USB drive contains a
video compilation for preview purposes. Many of these animated GIF
artworks are also available to view online.
For inquiries about acquiring the works in this catalog for collection
and exhibition please contact the director by writing
director@transfergallery.com
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The artist wishes to thank the following people for the use and
abuse of their libraries: Adair Brouwer, Julia Bennett, Natalie Goss,
Judy Wolfe, Marc Glassman, Sally McKay, Von Bark, Jean McKay,
Gunilla Josephson, Lewis DeSoto, Jared Mitchell, Lynne Chichakian,
Nadya Burton, Gordon Thompson, Rea McNamara, Tony Halmos,
The Osborne Collection of Early Children’s Books, Toronto Public
Library.

We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts,
which last year invested $153 million to bring the arts to Canadians
throughout the country.
Nous remercions le Conseil des arts du Canada de son soutien. L’an
dernier, le Conseil a investi 153 millions de dollars pour mettre de
l’art dans la vie des Canadiennes et des Canadiens de tout le pays.
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The Great Code is an exhibition of animated GIFs and prints suggesting
the order of knowledge has been collapsed and compressed. The
culminating work has evolved in Mills’ studio over the past 15 years.
The Great Code is a suitable analogy for the way we now consume
information — in a heterodox and nonlinear manner. Or it could be
a new model for the Western tradition of thought: the fragmented
datastream, an incoherent pile of thoughts, arguments and stories,
… a firehose of information from perverts, hustlers, thieves, liars,
fascists, communists, bad mothers, colonialists, drug addicts,
middle aged ladies from small towns, misogynists (lots of them),
homophobes, racists, supply side economists, plagiarists, political
hacks, Jesuits, pederasts, bank tellers and serial liars.

‘THE GREAT CODE’
3,076 digital prints hand painted with acrylic glaze
7’x7’
Edition 1 + 1AP
2001 - Ongoing
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1.

ESSAY

SHE FULL OF BOOKS

AND WORRYING

BY SETH BARRY WATTER

You lie down with dogs, you get up with fleas.—Proverb
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Those who came of age in the 80s or 90s remember Reading Rainbow
with its glittering theme:
Butterfly in the sky!
I can go twice as high.
Take a look, it’s in a book:
A reading rainbow.
The animated butterfly graced first a beach, then a stoop, then
finally a park. In each it transformed the surround into animation
also—and precisely at the moment that a child in the foreground
opens up a book. So the beach became a romance complete with
winged dragon, the stoop a cosmic scene, the park a sunny harbor for
fleets of merchant ships; and the children were morphed into king,
cosmonaut, and pilgrim respectively. The impression received was
of books as magic objects that opened new vistas, daydreams to be
found at the end of reading rainbows. The colors were bright and the
book was our friend.
Not so for the hardened egghead. In fact our canon is full of tales in
which books are not friends but the agents of our ruin. Quite often
a figure finds himself dwarfed by the endless rows of books that he
keeps in his home; and from these he has neither escape nor respite.
“He,” and “himself,” because this central figure is nigh always male.
He is scholar, aesthete, a dealer in antiques who has gained access to
a world of pure mind. Physical weakness is the price paid upon entry.
The ticket is one-way, not round trip, despite efforts of wife or maid to
retrieve him from the study. Indeed her too-present body—blooded,
desiring—throws into relief the atrophy of his.
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Among the many variants is Bohumil Hrabal’s Too Loud a Solitude,
which concerns the inner thoughts of a professional trash compactor.
For thirty-five years he has salvaged sundry books from the site
of compaction: so many, in fact, that his duplex apartment has
shelving in the bathroom and also above the bed. At night he fears
the books will crush him, perhaps in retribution for the mice he kills
daily; since mice breed in paper and get caught in his press. And by
an unconscious process plus the influence of pilsner, these books
become vermin in his deliria. Characteristic of both is their endless
propagation as mice beget mice and books beget books. Yet the
books, unlike rodents, are neither humble nor modest nor charitable
to others. They are rather “swords of Damocles” ready to fall and
the mind of he who reads them “a mass of hydraulically compacted
thoughts.” He later jumps in the machine and compacts himself.
His fate echoes that of others: Des Esseintes, for instance, in
Huysmans’ À Rebours, who becomes a bunker aesthete and takes
his food by enema. Or old Reverend Casaubon in Eliot’s Middlemarch,
who ignores Dorothea to sit in the library thumbing rare volumes for
his “Key to All Mythologies.” Or the half-baked Sinologist of Canetti’s
Die Blendung, who avoids reading shop signs lest he waste the optic
nerve—and whose final moments are an agony of self-immolation
as he torches the bookshelves that line his apartment. For they are
prisons, not portals; they degrade the human body; they make one
behave in a depressed-obsessive fashion. When McCullers’ Portia
Copeland looks at her father in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter all she can
say is: “He full of books and worrying.”
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2.
The Great Code is the name of a book by Northrop Frye. It also names
a work by Lorna Mills in which a facsimile of Frye’s cover sits atop a
heap of others. Three thousand seventy-five others, if the object label
can be trusted. These in turn blanket a seven by seven foot table,
which, raised two feet off the ground, hits just below the knee. In a
crowded space it can make one feel antsy, since not much is needed
to trip and fall in. But on the whole it hardly threatens as one looks
down at its contents from Olympian heights. The majority of items
are submerged beneath others and viewers can truly see just a band
at the peripheries. Even those require much stooping and squinting
because they are minified to three inches high. Around half are in
color, half in black and white; all are inkjet prints and are glazed with
acrylic.
They purport to be an inventory of every single book that the artist
has read. Without criteria for selection they inevitably span highbrow
to popular fare. Thus poor St. Augustine finds himself trapped between The Happy Hooker and the con man L. Ron Hubbard; not unlike
the gentlewoman forced to ride the stagecoach with a tramp and a
drunk in a film by John Ford. Other ironies abound: the feminist Beauvoir next to How to Clean Practically Anything, the Zionist Exodus beside
books on Hitler’s Reich. Viewers are free to find their own among the
piles.
Three thousand-odd titles, then, reduced in their bulk and distributed
evenly across a mattress-sized platform. And they do look at rest,
removed from their places as judges and sentries on shelves above
shelves. At rest, and oddly human, for each curls up at the edges in
charming dishabille. Or perhaps they expired as hands grasped for life
in a shallow mass grave of the artist’s devising. In any case they are
dumped.
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The Great Code is largely analog in appearance. Its hand-glazed images
lie on a wooden frame and no attempt has been made to alter their
content. What they depict, moreover, are novels and histories, memoirs and essays and the occasional “beach read”: textual artifacts that
demand concentration. Their display seems to function as a tribute
to reading, to the humanist activity par excellence. And so they make
an odd setting for the large set of monitors on which the artist’s GIF
work loops ten plus times a minute.
But they are digital in spirit; their gesture is hardly possible in a
pre-digital age. For the history of digital is a history of compression,
and the book must be shrunk down from brick size to byte size much
as the roll form gave way to codex. As things become smaller, they
are easily carried. The easier to carry, the friendlier they seem. The
coins in one’s pocket are freely handled and known. So too with
paperbacks; so too with smartphones. Yet a small book is always
returned to its library and there joins up with others to form a solid
solemn wall. Digital libraries have not this character. The “books”
they contain have no solidity whatever; and as they vanish from
shelves and move into clouds they lose their fearsome character to
a great extent. That is, they are forgotten. They no longer taunt us
with unbroken spines or chastise our negligence in stacking them
shabbily. They do not press from outside: it is we who conjure them up
with taps of a finger. It was we who first shrunk them, made their text
searchable, labeled the files, and so extended our dominion. In The
Great Code this process is revealed with deadpan irony—as if compression had halted halfway to completion. Its covers without bulk still
await an app to sort them.
And what is “the great code,” anyway? For Frye it was the Bible with
its everlasting patterns. For Mills it is the language of binary processing
that renders all things equal, and equally expendable.

Seth Barry Watter is a media historian. His work has appeared in Grey
Room, Camera Obscura, Seeing Science, and his article “Lorna Mills, or
the Uses of Ugliness” was published in Millennium Film Journal, no. 67
(2018). He lives and teaches in New York.
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‘JEZABELLE DELIGHT’
Six-Channel Animated GIF Sculpture
1920x1080px, 70 Frames
Duration Variable
Edition of 1 + 1AP
2018
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‘ROMANTIC BEAUTY PR’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 71 Frames
2018
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‘BANSHEE CONNECTION’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 54 Frames
2018
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‘FREEDOM FRIES’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 40 Frames
2018
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‘HOME COOKIN’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 105 Frames
2018
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‘VENUS IN FLEURS’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 87 Frames
2018
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‘GRRRGARIOUS’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 60 Frames
2018

‘SUMSING SWEETLY’
Animated GIF
1920x1080px, 30 Frames
Edition of 3 + 1AP
2018
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Canadian artist, Lorna Mills has actively exhibited her work in both
solo and group exhibitions since the early 1990’s, both in Canada
and Internationally. Her practice has included obsessive Ilfochrome
printing, obsessive painting, obsessive super 8 film & video, and obsessive on-line animated GIFs incorporated into restrained off-line
installation work. Recent exhibitions include “Abrupt Diplomat” at
the Marshal McLuhan Salon at the Canadian Embassy in Berlin, for
Transmediale, “At Play in the Fields of the Lord” at Transfer Gallery, Brooklyn NY, “DKRM” at DAM Gallery, Berlin and Dreamlands
at the Whitney Museum in NY. For the month of March, 2016, her
work “Mountain Time/Light was displayed on 45 Jumbo monitors
in Times Square, NYC, every night as part of the Midnight Moment
program curated by Times Square Arts.
She has also co-curated monthly group GIF projections, with Rea
McNamara, for the “Sheroes”performance series in Toronto, a
group GIF projection event “When Analog Was Periodical” in Berlin
with Anthony Antonellis, and a four person GIF installation, “:::Zip
The Bright:::” at Trinity Square Video in Toronto, with Sara Ludy,
Nicolas Sassoon and Rick Silva. Lorna Mills’ most recent curation
project, “Ways of Something” is a collaborative remake of the 1972
John Berger documentary “Ways of Seeing” episodes one through
four, featuring over 115 networked artists.
Lorna Mills is represented by Transfer Gallery in Brooklyn, New York
and DAM Gallery in Berlin.
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TRANSFER
operates as a gallery with a spirit of openness – a white cube testing
new practices, malleable to accommodate internet-based studios,
both in curation and development in the contemporary art market.
The gallery exists to explore new modes of support for distributed
contemporary art practice, and to discover formats for exhibition,
collection, and appreciation of the art that comes to you through the
computer.
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TRANSFER SUPPORTS EMERGING FORMATS IN CONTEMPORARY ART.
1030 Metropolitan Avenue ::: Brooklyn, NY 11211 ::: http://TRANSFER.gallery
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